Optimal Timing for the Initiation of Enteral Feeding in Neonates with Gastroschisis, Depending on Non-Invasive Doppler Ultrasound Evaluation of Hemodynamics in the Bowel Wall Arteries
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Abstract

Purpose: The objective of the study is to assess the clinical relevance of ultrasonography evaluation of hemodynamics in the bowel wall arteries for determining the optimal time of the initiation of enteral feeding in neonates with gastroschisis.

Patients and methods: The sample consisted of 28 newborns with gastroschisis. Doppler ultrasonography was used to evaluate hemodynamic patterns in the bowel wall arteries in the pre- and postop periods to determine the optimal time for the initiation of enteral nutrition. Swelling of the bowel wall and indefinite differentiation into layers were observed during the first 2-3 days upon gastroschisis surgery. The blood flow in the intestinal wall arteries was varying in different quadrants, demonstrating a mosaic pattern. Hyperemia, i.e. a dramatic blood flow increase, was documented. The peripheral resistance dropped with RI equal to 0.49-0.54, but there were also areas with definite RI increases up to 0.85. By days 5-6 of life, the intestinal wall still remained moderately thickened. The resistive index (RI) values for the intestinal wall arteries were approaching the norm, ranging from 0.58 to 0.72. By days 7-9 after birth, the bowel loops remained slightly thickened, but already gained a clear differentiation into layers. The peripheral resistance indices were within the normal limits, ranging from 0.62 to 0.67.

Results: In our study RI values based on Doppler evaluation of the intestinal wall hemodynamics were within 0.62-0.67.

Conclusions: The hemodynamic parameters were consistent with clinical characteristics of the normal passage of food through the digestive tract. Thus, a physician can rely on both clinical signs and ultrasonography data while monitoring the bowel function during pre- and postoperative periods to decide on the optimal time for the initiation of enteral feeding.
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Introduction

Gastroschisis is a malformation of the anterior abdominal wall with abdominal organs freely protruding due to a periumphalic full-thickness soft tissue defect (Figure 1). The number of newborns with gastroschisis is increasingly growing worldwide, varying from 1 per 1,500 to 1 per 5,000 live births.

Surgical correction techniques are robust and reliable, but perioperative management of gastroschisis cases remains challenging. Gastroschisis accounts for a large share of all surgically correctable congenital defects in neonatal surgery (Figure 2).
Background

According to available research data, gastroschisis is the most common congenital ventral wall defect [1-4]. Its average incidence of 1 per 5,000 live births increases 3-fold in young mothers aged less than 20 years: up to 1 case per 1,500 live births [5-8]. According to Castilla et al. in Mexico, its prevalence is higher than in Slovakia, and it tends to be higher in warm climates [8]. The number of newborns with gastroschisis is increasing worldwide [7-12], and gastroschisis accounts for a great share of all surgically correctable congenital defects in neonatal surgery.

Wide use of prenatal ultrasonography enables to detect or suspect fetal gastroschisis starting from 12-17 weeks of gestation. Several studies showed quite high accuracy of prenatal ultrasonography diagnosis of gastroschisis, reaching 90% [12-15]. However, despite early prenatal detection and preparedness of health personnel to handle such cases, the mortality among neonates with gastroschisis varies between 6.5% and 45% in some African and European countries, and reaches up to 95% in some regions, while in the world’s reference hospitals, the mortality does not exceed 3-10% [8,16-24].

The greatest reduction in the mortality of neonates with gastroschisis is seen when surgical correction is provided in the same hospital and within the first 24 hours after birth. However, despite the low mortality rate, gastroschisis is a complex and life-threatening condition, and the mortality rate remains high in many countries, including our own [25-27].

Gastroschisis case management is a challenge for neonatology, including neonatal surgery, resuscitation and intensive care. The growing gastrichis risks have prompted the development of reliable and effective surgical correction techniques. Meanwhile, there is no uniform treatment protocol for newborns with gastroschisis in the peripartum period [25-27]. Specific challenges exist in pre-op management. In the post-op period, the most important task is to identify the optimal time for the initiation of enteral feeding.

Methods

Patient selection

This study included 28 children with diagnosed gastroschisis, admitted from December 2011 to June 2015 to the Surgical Intensive Care Department of the Research Centre of Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Perinatology under the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation. This number of patients reflects our hospital specialization in the treatment of children with gastroschisis. Pregnant women with prenatally diagnosed gastroschisis of fetus were admitted to our Center from all over Russia. All the children were diagnosed as gastroschisis cases prenatally at 13-14 weeks of gestation and were born through operative delivery. The Apgar score was 6.7 ± 1.3 points at 1 minute and 7.7 ± 1.3 points at 5 minutes. The sample included 15 boys and 13 girls. The gestational age was 37.5 ± 2.2 weeks. Their mean birth weight and length were 2,735 ± 137 g and 48.2 ± 2.3 cm respectively.

The following exclusion criteria were used in this study: Presence of such comorbidities as intestinal atresia, sepsis, severe birth asphyxia, intraventricular hemorrhage of grade 3-4, or preceding mechanical ventilation, or preceding secondary plastic of the anterior abdominal wall due to the presence of abdomino-visceral disproportion. In all the cases, the parents gave their prior informed consent for ultrasonography examination of the neonates.

Clinical tests and examinations

All the neonates were subjected to thorough clinical and laboratory examinations and tests, including physical examination, monitoring of vital signs, blood count, urinalysis, blood chemistry, coagulation panel, ultrasonography examination of the abdominal cavity and retroperitoneal space.

Siemens ACUSON S2000 (Siemens, Germany, USA) with a 7-14 MHz linear transducer was used for ultrasound examinations. To measure intestinal loops and such parameters as the diameter of the bowel, wall thickness, wall differentiation into layers, presence of peristalsis, intraluminal content and free fluid in the inter-loops spaces, the gray-scale B-mode was used. Color Doppler flow imaging & mapping and pulsed wave Doppler were used for the evaluation of the bowel wall vessels. Maximum systolic velocity, blood flow volume (BFV) and resistive index (RI) were calculated based on the Doppler curve from the bowel wall vessels, vessels of mesenteric root and superior mesenteric artery.

No specific pharmaceuticals were used to prepare patients for ultrasonography examinations. All the neonates were breathing spontaneously after birth. The daily volume of preoperative infusion therapy was 150 ml/kg. A standard anesthesia (general intravenous anesthesia) was used during the surgery; surgical correction was provided within the first 3-4 h after birth in all the neonates. Parenteral nutrition was initiated on the first post-operative day and was followed with its expansion to the total parenteral nutrition (TPN) on post-operative days 4-5. Decompression of the stomach through a nasogastric tube on average lasted for 7 ± 1.3 days after surgery; the gastric volume reached 52 ± 6.2 ml per day. We do not use X-rays in children with gastroschisis because of its low informativeness to make a decision about the beginning of enteral feeding.

Results and Discussion

All the neonates with gastroschisis had incomplete intestinal rotation due to missing typical phases of intestinal rotation and fixation during the prenatal development, occurring outside the abdominal cavity of the fetus, as well as due to the absence of ligament of Treitz’s, when the intestine and colon have a common mesentery on a narrow basis.

The malrotation is usually aggravated by compromised blood supply due to impaired vascular anatomy. In a healthy neonate, the superior
mesenteric artery (SMA) forms a 40-50 degree angle with the abdominal aorta and travels in a straight-line manner (Figure 3). In gastroschisis cases, the SMA is not only tortuous, but arises from the abdominal aorta at an angle of 80-90 degrees (Figure 4). No doubt, such anatomical features impair the blood flow in the main trunk and in the branches, thus, habitual hemodynamic standards are not applicable to cases with abnormal vascular anatomy. Nevertheless, in gastroschisis cases, SMA hemodynamics was not significantly different from normal parameters, or significantly fluctuating—starting from the first hours of life and in the long-term, in contrast to hemodynamics in small arteries of the intestinal wall.

Attempts to assess intra-op bowel wall micro-hemodynamics are reported in adult population and adolescents after failures with trans-abdominal approaches [28,29]. In addition, such measurements usually require using a contrast substance (dye), which is unacceptable in neonatal practice [30-32]. In all reported studies, the authors evaluated the vascular reserve of large vessels, regretting that a direct assessment of small arteries was not possible without the use of a contrast medium [33,34]. Available publications also provide some information about dopplerographic criteria for evaluation of the intestinal wall in children with Crohn’s disease [35-37]. However, the above-mentioned abnormal behavior of SMA in gastroschisis cases and specifics of hemodynamic patterns in neonates male all published data inapplicable to the current study.

However, in neonates with gastroschisis and bowel paresis, both Trans and intra-abdominal examinations are feasible with due regard to the structural defects of the abdominal wall. Such examinations usually provide identical data with a minimal bias.

The early postoperative period provides the best acoustic environment for US B-mode examination and detailed dopplerographic assessment (Figure 5), when peristalsis is partially or totally suppressed, intestinal wall is thickened, intraluminal gas-if present—is found in minimal amounts and free fluid is seen in the abdominal cavity.

On the first 2-3 days after the operation, the bowel wall is swollen and thickened and differentiation into layers is unreadable in a newborn with gastroschisis. The bowel loops are deflated and sticking together or filled with a thick hypoechoic chyme and minor amount of intraluminal gas. The peristalsis is dramatically reduced or even not observed in some areas.

A considerable amount of free fluid is accumulated in all sloping areas of the abdominal cavity and in the inter-loop spaces. The blood flow in the intestinal wall is varying by quadrants, showing a mosaic pattern, and pronounced hyperemia (engorgement) of the bowel wall vessels.

The peripheral resistance parameters drop to 0.49-0.54 RI values, but there are also areas with noticeable RI increase up to 0.85 (Figure 6). At this stage, it is crucial to explore all segments of the bowel to ensure that no ischemic areas with a sharp decline or even absence of the blood flow should be missed.
By days 5-6 after birth, the intestinal wall remains moderately thickened. The bowel loops look common, not distended. The intraluminal content is thick with moderate amount of gas.

Peristalsis is evident in all the segments. Small amounts of free fluid are still visible in the inter-loops spaces. The RI in bowel wall vessels is approaching the normal values, ranging between 0.58-0.72 (Figure 7).

By days 7-9 after birth, the bowel loops are slightly thickened, with clear differentiation into layers. Peristalsis is present in all the segments.

The amount of intraluminal gas increased, interfering seriously with the assessment of the blood flow in the intestinal wall.

Traces of free liquid are seen in inter-loops spaces. Indicators of peripheral resistance are within normal ranges 0.62-0.67 (Figure 8) [37].

Conclusions

Some issues remain unresolved in the nursing of newborns with gastroschisis despite the availability of well-established surgical correction techniques for this congenital malformation. Better outcomes are seen in settings where surgery is available in the maternity home, without the need to move the patient to another hospital, and with after-surgery monitoring provided before the patient is discharged.

Timely initiation of enteral nutrition is of great importance because favorable clinical outcomes and prospects for further adaptation of neonates with operated gastroschisis are largely dependent on adequate and timely enteral feeding.

The results of our study are consistent with reported data from Sjekavica et al. and Esteban et al. investigating the intestinal wall microhemodynamics in Crohn's disease [28,36,37]. The reported RI values based on Doppler evaluation of the intestinal wall hemodynamics during remission and in the control group were within 0.65-0.67 in these two studies. In our study, this range is somewhat broader: 0.62-0.67, which could be attributed to the functioning of such fetal communications in the neonatal period as the patent ductus arteriosus and ductus venosus Arantii. The results enable us to conclude that normalization of the intestinal wall blood flow should be viewed as the signal to initiate enteral feeding to avoid inappropriate burdens on the digestive tract. In our sample, enteral feeding was initiated in all the patients, on the average, in 8-9 days after surgery.

The hemodynamic parameters are consistent with the clinical characteristics, testifying to the normal passage of food through the digestive tract. Thus, a physician can rely on both clinical signs and ultrasonography data while monitoring the bowel function during pre- and postoperative periods to identify the optimal time for the initiation of enteral feeding.
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